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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Open' competition.

Is there a Bird Feeder in your yard?

Did you know February is Bird Feeding 
Month? (yeah, me neither.) Apparently so.

It makes sense – the little guys are trying to 
make it through winter, maybe even migrating 
and need a snack. It’s an opportunity for you to 
photograph too!

Since we’re mostly stuck inside why not set 
one up.  Both you and the birds benefit.

Featured Article

We had a fair number of B&W images in the 
January competition. Read this month’s article 
and you may find some worthy images in your 
own photo archive.  Read more...

Time to Pay Up!

Be sure you’ve paid your Dues before the first meeting 
in March. Get the Membership PDF form here.

And a big Thanks to all who have paid already.
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Our Mission

The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is  to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and 
mastery of photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings

Meetings are held the Second & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Our meeting place is online via Zoom until 
further notice.  Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and normally end by 9:00 PM .

Looking Out Over London by Dan Greenberg

https://focuscolorado.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/FCC-MembershipForm-2021.pdf
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It’s Not As Simple As Black And White

By Russ Burden

Learn how to determine if a RAW image file will be successful when converted to black and white.

Certain debate topics will always be discussed: Ford vs. Chevy, Nikon vs. Canon vs. Sony, Favre vs. Elway, 
Coke vs. Pepsi, stout vs. IPA, black and white vs. color. Wait, why debate something that’s a slam dunk ei-
ther way? Does one have to be better than the other when both are great? It’s photography—there’s no 
downside when it comes to what we all love. 

The bottom line is to incorporate both. You just might like it!

Even among those who are on either side of the fence, there’s an understanding that subjects comprised 
of lines, patterns, shapes and textures tend to draw more black-and-white interest. But, the beauty is 
that the RAW file is captured in color, so both options exist.

Back in the day, I was the photo geek who carried three bodies. One had slide film, one had Tri-X and the 
third had color negative film. (Who’s smiling because they just identified with me?) At times, I’d capture 
the same scene with all three. Other times, I’d gravitate to just one based on my gut. Now my gut simply 
tells me to press the shutter and I have the luxury to choose later. That’s having your cake and eating it 
too.

There are givens when it comes to certain photo aspects. Images recorded in color create reality. We see 
in color and, generally, it’s more widely accepted. Black and white takes on more of an abstract quality. 
The images are optimized as interpretations of reality that emphasize graphic qualities of light and form. 

Think of an extraordinarily colored sunrise. Recorded in color, the reality of the WOW moment is taken 
in. Converted to Black and white, for all intents and purposes, the image could have been made on a 
cloudy gray day.
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The more deeply a photographer studies color theory and levels of subject reflectivity, the easier it will 
be to predict whether or not a RAW file converted to black and white will be successful. Black and white 
interprets all it sees in tones or shades of gray. The more widespread the range of tones, the greater the 
contrast. Variations in tones are created by differing amounts of light that’s reflected by each color. For 
instance, a yellow flower reflects much more light than a medium blue one. Therefore, the yellow flower 
reproduces as a lighter shade of gray than the blue one. Apply this basic concept to an entire scene to in-
crease your understanding of a black-and-white representation. It will expedite how quickly you com-
prehend how the final image will translate to black and white.

Can color act as a distraction? Can black and white be too basic? Is there a right or wrong answer? 
Which conveys more of an emotional response? Is one art while the other reality? For every one of these 
questions, there are concrete examples that prove them true. But, for every one of these questions, 
there are concrete examples that prove them false. The bottom line is to optimize the RAW file in both 
color and black and white and let your own opinion decide how each hypothetical question should be 
answered.

The purpose here isn’t to convince you one medium is better than the other. It’s to get you to think about 
trying both and have you make a decision based on your love of the art of photography.
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Program & Competition Meetings

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

02/10/21 Program – Photojournalism of 
the East Troublesome Fire by 
Tom Cooper

02/24/21 Subject – Artificial Light

03/10/21 Program – What to Photography 
on a Blue Sky Day by David King-
ham

03/24/21 Subject – In the Neighborhood

03/31/21 Mentoring Session

04/14/21 Program – USA Landscape Pho-
tography-A New Perspective by 
Matt Payne

04/28/21 Subject – Nature

February 10 Program with Tom Cooper

Photojournalism of the East Troublesome Fire – As many people were evacuating and leaving their 
homes, Thomas Cooper was eagerly driving in to document the Troublesome Fire.

“It’s a passion. I couldn’t put it any other way. I just eat, sleep, breathe photography.”

Thomas will share with us incredible images of the devastation of the fire, along with the images and 
stories of the brave firefighters who fought the blaze.

It’s bound to be one of the highlight Program sessions of the year.

This Month's Competition is Artificial Light

The official definition - “The title of this month’s topic says it all; the primary light source for any image must 
be artificial, i.e., it cannot be the sun, moon or stars. Examples include use of flash/strobe, LED lights, street-
lights, building lights, and light-painted night photographs. For example, a photo of star trails would not qualify, 
but star trails with a light-painted foreground element would.“

Judge will be Russ Burden

We encourage people to follow the 2020 monthly subjects, but also realize some people won’t have suit-
able images in their archives. In that case, submit any image, just like you would in an Open competition. 
And remember, we are limiting to 2 images per person for all competitions done via Zoom.

We don’t want anyone going out and risking their health or breaking any StayAtHome restrictions.
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A Change to the Competition Rules

For members in the f5.6 competition level, the requirement to advance to the f8 level has been changed 
from an average score of all judged images for one year of at least 8.6 to at least 8.2.  This change begins 
in 2021 starting with the January competition.

As it was mentioned in the January meeting, we’re slightly lowering the requirement for members to 
“graduate” from F5.6 to F8. The revised PDF Rules document is on the website.

March Mentoring meeting

Another thing talked about in the January meeting was the March Mentoring Session. (refresh your 
memory – watch the video here)

In our current world of Zoom meetings here is how this will work. You’ll submit images using the same 
form on the website, but tag them for “Critique.” Karl will collect them and show them during the meet-
ing. He will also do cropping and light edits in Lightroom based on member suggestions so you can get an 
idea of how to improve your images.

More details will be available next month, but we hope we can make these sessions work online as many 
people found great value in them when we met in person.
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January ‘Open’ Competition Results

Media Artist Image Title Score

f5.6 Color Digital Terry Hanford Posies 9

William Williams Storm Rising 9

Terry Hanford Win Mega! Buy Ice Cream and Clean Up Afterwards! 10

f8 B&W Digital Al Shinogle Organized Chaos 10

Color Digital Al Shinogle Reflections and Tweed 9

f11 B&W Digital Clifford Stockdill Rocks on end 9

Shawn Slade Sprague Lake Trifecta 10

Color Digital Bill Dickson Sunset over the Badlands 9

Victoria Ashby Relics 9

Victoria Ashby What Remains 9

Bill Dickson Forlorn in Cuba 10

Joe Razes Stockyard Melancholy 10

Clifford Stockdill A Line-o-geese 10

f16 B&W Digital Butch Mazzuca Perturbed! 9

Dan Greenberg Looking Out Over London 10

Dan Greenberg Industrial Complexity 10

Cliff Lawson The First One In 10

Todd Lytle Iron Maiden 10

Color Digital Travis Broxton lake union station 9

Dave Hull A Welcoming Smile 9

Todd Lytle Social Distancing - Nashville June 2020 9

Butch Mazzuca Red Tail Hawk 9

Gwen Paton Overflow Parking Lot 9

Ronald Schaller Low Tide 9

Cliff Lawson Scottish Pride 10

Judge for this competition was Phil Witt. See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.
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Local (or Online) Photo Opps & Events

Palm Beach Photographic Society

FOTOfusion® 2021 - The 26th Annual International 
Festival of Photography and Digital Imaging

February 16-20, 2021  :  5 Days of Virtual 
Presentations

500 presentations Free to everyone; 600 presenta-
tions: Free to Members and passport holders

Must pre-register for all events to receive a 
Zoom link.

A wide variety of sessions are available. See the 
FotoFusion website for details and to register.

Month of Photography Denver

...is a biennial festival that celebrates the art of pho-
tography through exhibitions and events across the 
region.  Please Join Us | March 2021

For we Photographers...https://denvermop.org/photographers/ 

Interested in exhibiting your work during the festival? Here are a few recommendations:

View the Calls for Entry listings below for exhibition opportunities. More calls will be added as we get closer to 
the festival.

If you are represented by a gallery, encourage your gallery to show your work in a solo or group show. Your 
gallery can list your event in the Month of Photography Festival printed guide and online calendar by submit-
ting details online.

If you are not represented by a gallery, you can start by taking a look at libraries, coffee shops, restaurants, con-
dominium sales centers, retail stores, etc. Try approaching one of those venues to exhibit your work. 

Raptor Workshop in March

Calling all photographers! On March 27, HawkQuest will be bringing six raptors for photography oppor-
tunities. Included will be an eagle, a hawk, and owl, and a falcon. Two additional birds of prey will come 
along as well. 

These birds will be set in natural settings so photographers can get up close and personal for some really 
stunning photo opportunities! They will even fly the hawk for some impressive actions shots. Each bird 
will be at its own station, so people will not be clustered and you will get your shots free of human inter-
ference. 
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To register, go to www.trailsrecreationcenter.org, click on the link for “online registration” and then go to 
“art, pottery and photography” For more information, call Paige at 303-269-8402 or email 
paigerog@aprd.org 

From the organizer - “This is an outside event that we are limiting to 30 people. There will be six sta-
tions, so each station will have 5 photographers and one falconer. We will then move through the sta-
tions so we will have limited contact with the larger group as a whole.”

B&H 4th Annual Depth of Field Conference

Brought to you virtually over the course of two days, Depth 
of Field is here to deepen your love for professional photog-
raphy. The industry’s leading photographers will present on 
topics designed to help you grow your professional photog-
raphy and video business. Through critiques, contests, vir-
tual trade show and curated content, B&H's Depth of Field 
2021 is your best tool to ensure a successful future in por-
trait, wedding and event photography.

Main Event: March 7-8, but there will be a number of Chal-
lenges and Webinars leading up to it.

Visit the B&H Photo website for all the details and event 
schedules.

Frame #37

A collection of extra tidbits discovered during the past few weeks.

— “Travel photography in a global pandemic, with numerous travel bans, has been challenging to say the 
least, but travel photographers are a resourceful breed, as the latest set of winning images is a testa-
ment to.”  The 2020 Travel Photographer of the Year winners still showed up with stunning work.

— The Royal Photographic Society has put much of their catalog of publications online. Visit the Archive 
to read issues going back to the late 1800’s.

— Nuggets of Wisdom from Tim Grey at GreyLearning. A recording of a webinar he gave in January con-
taining some of his best tips for improving your photography.

Artificial light is used because you can control it better. Technically, 
it is more homogeneous, more delicate, and less damaging to 
artwork. But I think it's interesting when the visitor can see 
variations in the light, when it is not only technical or suitable.

— Mario Botta
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